Lucia is back!
Date: On 9th December 3.30-6.30 pm
Venue: Marchmont St Giles Church
1a Kilgraston Road, Edinburgh, Midlothian, EH9 2DW, United Kingdom
Our traditional and very popular Lucia celebrations will take place on Saturday 9 December this
year. Events will all start at 3.30pm, a little later than previously, with an Advent service conducted by
Kristina Andreasson from the Swedish Church in London. That will be followed by the Lucia procession,
and then by Fika in the adjoining rooms. Get your tickets online. We hope to see you there!

Edinburgh Scandi Sessions

put up on the web (not recordings of us, though there is a
video sample of us at the first session on our Facebook group
pages; look for "Edinburgh Scandi Session".

We had our fifth monthly session on Sunday November 26,
in what has become our usual venue, the Victoria Bar,

265 Leith Walk, from 2pm to about 5pm.
There will not be a session in December since the fourth Sunday of the month is Christmas Eve, but we will be back to
normal in January, so expect the first session in the New Year
to be (probably) on Sunday 28 January, though we might
move it if a majority wants a different Sunday, because the
Celtic Connections festival is on in Glasgow . We should be
completely back to normal in
February!
Up to date information on
our next session can be
checked out on our website
at

https://edinburghscandisession.wordpress.com/
The website also has information about what we played at
our sessions, and links to videos and sound recordings of the
tunes we play or would like to play that others have already

Edinburgh Coffee Mornings
December 6th @ Kerstin Phillips (check
SSS website for details)

How I Came to be a Weaver
Looking back I am trying to pinpoint when I became
a weaver. My mom wove, although I wouldn’t call
her a weaver. But she had a friend in Vessingsö, a
small village on the coast south of Gothenburg, who
was happy for me to play around on one of her
looms.

I love working with colours! It was a textile tour in
Peru in 2011 that freed up my sense of colour. The
tour was arranged by “Läs och Res” and
”Vävmagasinet”, and it was great! Before that trip I
had a much more traditional approach to colour,
was more timid about how to use different colours.
I don’t recall having had much opportunity to weave Afterwards I became bolder and more willing to try
during my school years, but as soon as I’d taken the different combinations of colours. My favourite way
“Studentexamen” I headed north to a Folkhögskola” to work is to have a bunch of different colours and
then “free warp” them, i.e. play and design the
in Hälsingland and spent several weeks learning
piece as I go.
weaving, a little pottery and wood working. We
were expected to weave small placemats or napHaving moved to Scotland also benefitted me as a
kins, but I wanted to weave curtains for my boyweaver. People here are much more open and infriend’s flat, so against the teacher’s advice that’s
terested when I say I am a weaver than the people
just what I did. I finished them, gave them to my
were where I lived before. I am even known as “The
boyfriend and left Sweden. That’s half a century ago Penicuik Weaver”.
now.
After moving about and raising a family in different
parts of the world I finally got more serious about
weaving thirty years ago. Over the years I’ve taken
courses in Sweden, Switzerland, and the US, but
much of what I know I’ve learnt through trial and
error. I like to see “what happens if....” and then try
it. That can turn out really well, or be another rug
for the dog, but at least I learnt something.

By
Christina Souter

Historic News Extra!
An article in The
Scotsman on the
runestone regarding
the City of Edinburgh Council’s decision to l move the
runestone to a
better location in
central Edinburgh.

Midsummer & Lucia Celebrations
For a Swede there are few occasions as special and
precious as Midsummer and Lucia. Whatever the
weather, wherever in the world, there is something
fundamentally reassuring to get annual confirmation that the amusing small frogs are still earless
and tailless, the ride on the carousel still only costs
five ore for the little ones, and that we are all still
mothers littles pigs.

By Kristel Torekoff

In Scotland for a good number of years we have
been very lucky to get our annual dose of comfort
in company of old and new friends at Malin and
Richards welcoming home at Niddry Castle. This is
a wonderful event with song and dance around the
Midsummer pole, accompanied by Malin on accordion, Linn to remember/invent the words, everyone
whatever their age – from new-born to nearly hundred – joining in as best they can, followed by picnic
in the garden.
If the memory of midsummer seems too far away
and you feel urgent need to settle the question
whether the fox runs across the ice or surprises the

Midsommar när solen skiner......ch... Lucia, när alla ljusen tänds...på jorden.
pig, then you are in a luck - whether you have children or grandchildren, or just wish to sing Swedish
Christmas songs and spend a couple of hours in
comfort and joy, Malin and Richard welcomed us to
the Julpyssel at their home on the 26th December.
This marks the beginning of the Lucia celebrations,
first celebrating Lucia at Marchmont St. Giles
Church on the 9th of December and then another
Edinburgh Lucia concert on December 13th at 7pm
at St John’s Church on Princes Street.

F

human scale) and if not everything regarding modern
inland celebrates 100 years as a sovereign country
city planning revolved around financial and commercial
this year and I felt very happy and excited to be spending interests . But that’s me; I’m naïve.
my holidays there this summer. What I write in this article is purely a reflection of my personal views and observations, nothing else. (Photos with ** are not mine)
To my great surprise, on the Senate Square, at the foot
of a very imposing white Helsinki Cathedral in the heart
of Helsinki, stands a huge bronze statue of Tsar Alexander II with fresh cut flowers at its’ base. This homage to
the “good” Tsar bears meaning, as well as social and cultural weight, especially today when Finland celebrates
the centenary of its’ independence from Russia as sovereign country. It’s said Tsar Alexander II was a great reformer and that he did what he could within his powers
to “help” the Finnish people; so they obviously have not
forgotten him.

To me, the architecture of a country and the official
buildings the people surround themselves with, says a
great deal about them. Little did I realise until I came to
see this lovely city myself, how much of the “old” (preCommunist) Russian cultural presence still can be felt in
Helsinki today. Helsinki, “the Pearl of the Baltic”, (or Helsingfors, as the city is called in Swedish) is a Russian/
European city sandwiched between two nations; Russia
and Sweden, where Eastern European culture meets
Western culture. However, this city is not just exotic or
beautiful, it’s old and wise and history has taught it many
lessons.
Architecture and design have always been one of my
many passions. Perhaps even to the degree that I think
that remarkable social change could come about if only
people lived in more “attractive” and well thought out
cities, had well designed and beautiful homes (on a more

Villa Johanna, 1906

H

elsinki is a lovely city, not
unlike Edinburgh for size. It’s
also a gem for many different
architectural styles; sporting
the largest onion dome in Europe on the Russian Orthodox Cathedral up on a hill
overlooking the harbour. The cathedral is surrounded by fashionable residential streets with row upon
rows of Art Nouveau type buildings (also called:
“Finnish Jugend Style”) in the areas behind it.
(More about that later and see several photos of
the fantastic granite facades and incredibly ornate
wooden doors we saw when walking there!).

**

Finnish Architecture and Design in Helsinki cont.

P

ersonally, I’m always on the hunt for the most
beautiful Art Nouveau and Deco buildings I can find
in a new and unexplored city. Helsinki did not disappoint; the Art Nouveau railway station in the very
city centre is one of the most beautiful examples of
the transition between Nouveau to Deco architecture I’ve ever seen! It’s a very functional granite
building but it’s also incredibly well laid out and
beautifully adorned; especially the two ”guardian”
statues at the entry/exit and main hall.

that if it wasn’t for his equally talented wife: Aino
Aalto, an equally amazing architect and designer,
we wouldn’t know Alvar Aalto the way we do today.
Behind many strong male artist, stands an even

Restaurant Kerstikartano, 1946 **

**

stronger and more talented woman artist, only back
in the 20th Century nobody remembered them.
(Think: Carl Larsson’s wife: Karin Bergöö and Rennie
Macintosh’s wife- Margret MacDonald ).

First in line is Alvar Aalto (1898-1976) the wellknown Modernist architect and designer. Like so
many of his contemporaries, Alvar Aalto was a multi
-talented (think Corbusier and Frank Lloyd Wright)
designer; he came up with cunning new solutions to
Finland’s post-war housing shortages, engaging in
everything from homeware, furniture design, light
fixtures and public spaces. However, I’m convinced

These 3 photos are from ithe nternet **

T

he Aaltos are the essence of Finnish post-war
modern design; and the dream “team” until her
death in 1949. Aino’s architectural ideas and interior design and (IIttala) glassware and Alvar’s monumental architectural designer buildings such as the
Finlandia Hall (a beautiful White Elephant clad in
slabs of Italian marble) ...

A. Aalto’s Studio Interior **

The House of Culture and The Alvar Aalto Museum
(all in central Helsinki) as well as his internationally
famous Aalto Theatre in Essen, Germany and Museum of Modern Art in Alborg, Denmark- to mention
but a few. In terms of modern design, it all remains
as innovative and breath taking now as it was then.
Aalto also designed churches, sanatoriums and private houses such as Villa Kekkonen and his iconic
Studio Aalto, where he himself worked.

A

shaped Sweden, which had not been savaged by
war, when the Swedish government quickly became
one of the “Brutalist” movement’s most enthusiastic supporters in the 1950’s.

F

innish (Modernist) design and Finnish quality
has made Finland famous world-wide and its’ products sought after as collector’s items. However, not
all good things last.
When we visited
what we thought to
be the ARABIA and
Iittala outlet factory
and design centre in
Helsinki, we learnt
that the Finnish factory had closed in 2016 and that
these products were now made in Thailand. We also
learned that Fiskars (with factories in Finland, Germany and CHINA) now own many of the quintessentially Finnish designer brands…all except for the
Iittala glassware brand. Blowing glass is and will
remain a specialist
(artistic) craft that

can’t be copied or exported. The Aalto’s series of
glass vases won first prize in the 1936 KarhulaIittala Glass Design Competition. The simple yet organic
shape of this vase was a revolutionary statement. Inspired by
waves (“Aalto” in Finnish) in the
water, the vase is a symbol of
Finnish design and remains one
of the most famous glass objects in the world.
** (sourced from the Iittala website)

alto’s Finnish architecture was a far cry from
the “Brutalist” architecture that followed in his
footsteps in post-war Europe from the 1950’s and
through to the 1970’s to quickly “repair” all the
damage of war-torn continent. Many European
countries needed to supply its’ growing cities quick- I just love Finnish design.
ly with cheap housing and move on. I would like to
come back to this subject at a later time, since it has

Carina

S

wedish people have always been in love
with their islands. A multitude of archipelagos, each with a multitude of islands, surrounds the coast. And each of those islands
seems to have its own sprinkling of summer
houses. This is easy to understand; the water,
the rock, and the trees make so many of the islands idyllic refuges in the brief summer.

thought of young children making this journey as
the light started to fail on a wild winter afternoon.

Today Rona has a permanent population of 2,
the factor and his partner. It also has three superb holiday houses ( https://isleofrona.com/ )
that are an hour or so walk away from the harbour and that look out over the sound to Skye.
You come with all your supplies, and along with
A touch of jealousy amongst British people may
the mail bag, on the weekly supply boat from
be forgivable. But, scattered between Muckle
Skye. You are perhaps followed by a school of
Flugga and Mingulay, we have our share of delightful islands too. One recent Spring we visited porpoises for some of the way. You disembark at
one of the lesser known ones. Rona, technically the sheltered harbour and walk up the island
South Rona, lies between the Trotter Nish penin- while your kit goes on the quad bike. When you
sula on Skye and the mainland's Applecross pen- arrive in the cottage you are cosseted with electricity from the windmill and all the household
insula. It is nearly connected to its southern
neighbour, Raasay, but crucially not quite joined. conveniences you could ask for.
You can see the deer and the eagles, and at low
tide you can set out a creel to catch crabs
Like many other places on our western coast it
though not, in our case, the lobster we hoped
has its own sad history. If you visit you will soon
for. Instead, we had to make do with watching
find the ruins of two abandoned townships and
some fishermen from the mainland collecting
what remains of a well designed and delightfully
their catch in a bay on the other side of the issituated old school building. In the few places
land. If you look through binoculars you can see
with some decent soil you will find the remnants
the cars going up the road on Skye and feel just
of old lazy beds. We feasted on rhubarb still
a bit privileged to have a little time in a place
thriving along the border of one of them.
that is now so tranquil.
You wonder at the labour to subsist and feed a
family in such harsh surroundings. Unlike most
such places, however, you will also find the old
woodland returning as the birch develops from
scrub to real trees. In another generation perhaps we will see the oak coming through. In the
springtime you will find a marvellous collection
of wild flowers, most obviously the primroses
but wood anemones and dog violets also, growing in profusion under the trees and amongst the
broken walls of old houses. The path linking the
school to the townships can still be followed up
to the spine of the island and along through alternating bog and rock. As we walked on a
Article and photo by Stephen Hampson
bright, calm and warm day in late spring, we

I

have always loved bright light and colours. My first
two-seater sofa, in my student flat, was covered in pea
green terrycloth! It was so outrageous that you just couldn’t help yourself liking it. I still marvel at the colour combinations nature offers and sometimes serves up when we
least expect it. Red & pink, together! Well, maybe…?
Therefore, I’ve been surprised to find that even in Sweden,
home of Joseph Frank of Svensk Tenn with explosive colours and design from the 1930’s up to the late 1980’s, has
become so drab in it s’ colour palette over the years.
Everything is monochrome or grey, just like the people on
the streets through the winter. In Stockholm, on Söder,
everyone wears black (while
wielding their white IPhones
about) even in the summer, if
you’re really cool….the SoFo
babies also wear black and
peek out behind Mini-Ray Bans
from their monochrome existence.

wet horse blanket. However, now some of the founding
members of “Tio Gruppen” have woken up (or needed the
cash-injection badly before being too old to enjoy the
money for their work) so they’ve wisely sold their patterns
to IKEA for mass production. They are also working with
the young IKEA designers, fresh out of Art School, who are
churning out…. beautifully patterned… (you guessed it!)
Monochromatic textiles. However, the collaboration has
also turned out some amazingly colourful fabrics and

these have found their way into the cheaper, streamlined,
mass produced furniture lines. It’s great! A sofa with

Monstera or palm like patterns so big you think you’ve
sunk into the depths of a Mexican rainforest. Or you find
that special cane chair you always wanted the patio with
cushioned seats with strong electric blue flashes on them.
Finally, something has happened; Gudrun Sjöden- 1960’s Talk about brightening up your day! I hope colour is here
fabric designer made successful to stay, I personally, am done with dreary grey!
business woman in retail with her own label worldwidehas become more playful and she now offers fun ideas of
Jag älskar färg och
Vi kanske kan prova lite
mönster, men klär mig
how to recycle and use her lovely bright coloured materifärg idag ...som
I alltid svart…...
als in your home. She gives tips for young and old, for
omväxling?
people who have riches and perhaps, young people who
do not. It’s about being brave and going that extra step or
shade further in your choice of colour whether it’s what
you wear or what you cover your chairs with. Gudrun is
there by your side. Then there’s Seasalt, in Cornwall, doing
much the same.

IKEA has taken up the baton from
“Tio Gruppen”, a Swedish 1970’s fabric design collective that did well in
their time. The flagship shop in Stockholm closed in the early 1990’s and
the colours of industrial grey cement
descended on us for a while like a

Carina

